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The Culture of Think Tanks

The Cold War and Free Enterprise

Throughout his career as university professor and think tank consultant,
Thomas Schelling dabbled in numerous, eclectic topics that were far removed
from his main field of expertise. Ostensibly a strategic analyst, Schelling pub-
lished studies on racial segregation, organized crime, and other distinctly do-
mestic issues.1 This type of checkered research agenda vindicated a new intel-
lectual format in which universities no longer monopolized the production of
knowledge. In the burgeoning world of post–World War II academia, scholars
frequently wandered between the traditional groves of academe and military-
funded civilian research corporations. Such loose arrangements allowed curi-
ous scholars to glide between ostensibly unconnected subject matters without
fear of territorial poaching.

Situated on private campuses or nominally associated with prestigious uni-
versities, the think tanks—officially known as Federal Contract Research Cen-
ters (FCRCs)—were sites of feverish and imaginative academic activity. Un-
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like the university, supposedly suffering from intellectual gridlock and the
detached mentality of the ivory tower, the FCRCs appeared to be creative,
uninhibited meeting points between government clients and innovative schol-
ars for solving the nation’s problems.

Cold War think tanks attracted academia’s renaissance men and even the
occasional woman. Lavish funding and an intellectual terrain ostensibly un-
blemished by outmoded divisions of knowledge promoted creative interdisci-
plinary and intellectually unrestricted investigations. The ramblings of schol-
ars like Schelling and many others were, according to partisans, close to
impossible so long as universities monopolized the production of knowledge.
University of Chicago sociologist and sometimes think tank consultant Morris
Janowitz observed that “nothing short of spectacular revolutionary develop-
ment” would have enabled the tradition-bound university to have reached a
similar intellectual plateau.2 Universities, he explained, used to value disci-
plinary borderlines over problem-solving. Politics and tradition had stifled cre-
ativity within the traditional academic setting. Now that think tanks offered
competition, even the most ossified of universities allowed great leeway for
and among its faculty.

This praise notwithstanding, Schelling’s accomplishments were as much a
sign of the limits of the new intellectual freedom as of its opportunities. The
subject matter of Schelling’s research was remarkably broad; its content was
not. Whether analyzing the strategies of America’s global adversaries, domes-
tic economic developments, or social trends at home and abroad, Schelling
identified monopoly—economic, political, or ideological—as the source of
all evil. In many different forms, he asserted that genuine social justice re-
sulted from pluralism and a minimalist central authority. The paragon of lais-
sez-faire was equally applicable in economics, diplomatic maneuvering, and
the back streets of San Francisco’s tenderloin district.

Schelling’s study of organized crime serves as a case in point. In accordance
with contemporary functionalist theory, he accepted that the peddlers of illicit
services—drugs, prostitution, gambling—were suppliers of significant, albeit
illegitimate services. Trade in illegal substances or services could not be sup-
pressed as long as the market demanded these products. However, contrary to
what most analysts of America’s underworld economy held, Schelling claimed
that organized crime was not a natural part of this marketplace of illicit ser-
vices. Organized crime, he argued, was not a supplier of services, but a preda-
tory body, imposing extortionatory protection on individual, private merchants
of illicit goods. As opposed to ordinary and “far more individualistic” crimi-
nals, organized crime infringed upon the activities of individual merchants of
criminal merchandise by imposing arbitrary taxation. Organized crime merely
monopolized all attempts to market illicit goods, raising its price and in the
process corrupting politicians and law enforcement agents. The only way to
break the stranglehold of organized crime, he argued, was to challenge its
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monopoly and enforce competition in the marketplace of illicit goods. The
legalization of the illicit marketplace, he stated, would undermine organized
crime by destroying the power to cartel. “The consumers will prefer to see the
activities become more freely competitive, whether by being released from
illegality, or released from the grip of organized crime. So will those who
dislike corruption, especially when it is centralized and regularized by large
monopoly organizations that can build corruption directly into our institu-
tions, rather than leave it to gnaw away at the edges.”3

Schelling’s studies of segregation offered a similar message. He argued that
residential segregation would solve itself, so long as no monolithic power, be
it government or any other powerful political force, intervened.4 Hence,
whether analyzing global power struggles, the rise of crime, or racial tensions
in American society, Schelling lauded the power of individualism, the advan-
tages of open markets, and the respect of property rights—individual or na-
tional—as the tools for controlling all forms of institutions that might other-
wise contribute to an imbalance of power—political, social, or military.

Schelling’s writings, thematically eclectic but ideologically monotonous,
epitomized the successful formula of Rand and its clones. The typical FCRC
was, indeed, a haven for unencumbered intellectual curiosity, particularly in
the politically sensitive fields of social and behavioral sciences. The underly-
ing assumption behind this freedom to roam far beyond one’s initial field of
expertise was that identical behavioral codes guided the micro and the macro,
the social and the political organism. Hence, solutions discovered in a domes-
tic study of social development theoretically applied to grand global struggles
as well. Studies of crime could conceivably enlighten military strategists.

Such intellectual inquisitiveness, was, however, restricted by an unques-
tioning acceptance of orthodox political values, in particular, the cant of free
enterprise. Although the think tank milieu allowed its researchers to challenge
the policies of their mostly military clients, the system was never independent
enough, or intellectually bold enough, to question the underlying political
premises of American society and government. Philip Green, a behavioral
scientist who practiced his trade outside the pale of government-funded think
tanks, observed that in addition to an unwavering endorsement of laissez-faire,
the FCRC intellectuals accepted unquestioningly “that the Soviets posed a
genuine threat to Western Europe; that in various corners of the world an
American military presence is necessary to halt Communist expansionism;
that, in sum, a struggle for the world has been under way since the end of
World War II.”5 Such axiomatic assumptions absolved both scholars and poli-
ticians from examining or revising the logic of the national security state.

As institutions, the military-funded independent research centers endorsed
the same limited notion of pluralism. According to Bruce L. Smith, the author
of the first comprehensive scholarly monograph on Rand, the United States
was awarded a high return on this academic adaptation of the free enterprise
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system. “The pluralism of the advisory system, in which Rand is only one
institution among many with access to persons in authority, helps assure that
no one group will monopolize the attention of policy makers.”6 Yet, as critics
of the system pointed out, this endorsement of pluralism was riddled with
contradictions. The FCRCs in general and Rand in particular were not equal
competitors for the minds of policy makers. By virtue of generous funding,
close ties to the various military services, and their acceptance of fundamental
axiomatic political and ideological assumptions, a small number of think tanks
occupied a privileged position. “To speak of a meaningful pluralism in this
connection,” critic Philip Green noted, “we would have to believe, first, that
independent research groups with no built-in bias toward the military have as
an effective an access” as do the military-funded think tanks, or that “the
agencies they have access to...are themselves nearly as influential and well-
financed as the Air Force” and other privledged branches of the military.7 The
intellectual accomplishments of think tanks—and they were many—were not
a sign of pluralism in action; in actual fact they were indicators of the authority
of monolithic ideological convictions.

The Quest for a Behavioral Manhattan Project

In order to understand government expectations of its mobilized academics
as individuals and the think tanks as institutions, we turn our attention to one
of the most fascinating documents of the early stages of the Cold War. On
January 15, 1951, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) issued their periodic “Review
of the Current World Situation.” This particular review predictably placed
the recent outbreak of hostilities in Korea within a global context of predatory
Soviet ambitions.8 The manner of presentation was, however, a marked depar-
ture from standard military discourse. Military documents are usually studies
in detachment. The most horrific events and cataclysmic expectations are
described in dry, clinical terms; the professional, after all, cannot afford to be
swept away by emotions. The JCS review of January 1951 had none of these
qualities. It was a highly emotional survey of events written by a group of aging
World War II veterans, attempting to explain away their momentary blindness
by resorting to imagery bordering on the fantastic.

In admitting the anachronism of conventional analyses of the Korean crisis
and other global flareups of the early Cold War period, the JCS document
offered an apocalyptic vision. The survey described the United States as facing
a crisis of religious proportions—a clash of civilizations—the only solution
being the waging of a “crusade.” In the impending war between “world com-
munism” and the United States, American forces stood alone; the nation
lacked reliable allies in all global regions. Consequently, the JCS argued, the
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United States would have to retreat to a defense of the Western Hemisphere,
described somewhat poetically as the “final citadel.”9

Perhaps taken aback by the use of such loaded cultural terms in a military
document an anonymous hand added an apologetic footnote, explaining that
“ ‘Crusade’ is used in the technical sense of a vigorous and aggressive move-
ment for the advancement of an idea and a cause.” Nevertheless, the docu-
ment left no doubt that, according to the JCS, the challenge facing the United
States was sui generis, a clash of civilizations rather than a conventional strug-
gle for territory and hegemony between two warring powers.

The JCS survey argued that the current crisis could not be understood by
referring to the recent Nazi threat or any other past military challenge, mostly
because the Cold War lacked familiar spatial dimensions.10 In conventional
struggles one could locate enemy strongholds and concentrate military attacks
according to recognizable geographic parameters. The JCS document ex-
plained in great detail that the current enemy could not be pinpointed spa-
tially. Unlike previous adversaries, this enemy occupied a threatening, inco-
herent domain, bound by neither geophysical boundaries nor political
borders. The enemy was sometimes Russian, occasionally Asian, and some-
times an invisible fifth column poised to attack even within the United States.
“The basic menace of the United States and its allies from within is as great
as the menace from without.” Experience promised little guidance for con-
fronting the enemy, as the dimensions of this war were unpredictable; the
enemy was everywhere.

In order to address the crisis, the JCS proposed a wistful solution. Six of
their seven recommendations for confronting the communist threat focused
on “intangible resources” rather than on the buildup of conventional or nu-
clear military might. The JCS envisioned waging war by means of futuristic
psychological barrages rather than bullets. For these purposes the JCS recom-
mended the production of an “intangible” weapons system as awesome and as
effective as the harnessing of the atom. Their January 1951 review envisioned
national action to “develop and rapidly implement a large-scale program of
psychological warfare, including special operations, comparable in scope to
the Manhattan District Project of World War II.”

The very use of the Manhattan Project analogy implied large investment
in research, and of course priceless prestige for its sponsors and participants.
Moreover, evoking the atomic analogy for projects other than those associated
with the physical sciences opened the door for social and behavioral scientists
who, up to this point, were denied access to the inner sanctum of the military-
intellectual complex.11 The JCS document proposed, in effect, an open
checkbook for the incipient behavioral sciences.

This generous invitation confronted, however, a series of major obstacles.
Institutional reactions to the call for a behavioral Manhattan Project were
hampered by logistical problems, political suspicions, and a modest, albeit
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unexpected display of intellectual integrity. To begin with, designs for a behav-
ioral equivalent of the Manhattan Project were beset by human scarcity. The
various disciplines of the social sciences, the building blocks of a unified be-
havioral sciences, were severely understaffed. A 1952 government report ex-
plained that the modest numbers of practicing social scientists foreclosed all
grandiose ideas for a government-behavioral nexus. According to government
figures, there were 34,000 members of social sciences professional societies as
compared to 175,000 in the natural and biological sciences; the United States
had only 7,500 registered trained psychologists as opposed to 70,000 chem-
ists.12 Moreover, few practicing sociologists, political scientists, or psychologists
could claim the multidisciplinary expertise demanded by this new job defini-
tion; most were inexperienced graduate students.

Mobilization for the behavioral Manhattan Project was beset, as well, by a
lack of coordination among government agencies. Government sources listed
a dozen separate federal agencies supporting “social science research of
potential value to the Cold War” and at least a dozen more projects with
partial bearing on the topic. Not only was there no coordination among
these agencies. “Overlapping and changing designation of . . . government
agencies,” as well as obsessive secrecy born out of intragovernmental rivalries,
had caused administrative havoc. The federal government had no mechanism
for discovering redundancy, and was quite unable to determine where and
what research projects were being undertaken within the various spheres of
government.

Government efforts to address problems through the establishment of a
coordinating agency, the Psychological Strategy Board (PSB), were spectacu-
larly ineffective. Established by executive order in April 1951, the PSB had
no operative powers of its own. Its primary mission was coordination and the
development of “over-all national psychological objectives, policies and pro-
grams” for implementation by other agencies.13

Lacking actual executive powers, the PSB proved to be an anemic supervi-
sor for the ambitious task of defining and coordinating “psychological strate-
gies.” Initial efforts at coordinating rival bodies were deceivingly promising.
The PSB’s first director, Gordon Gray, was a personal friend of President
Truman. Threatening executive intervention, he managed to cajole the vari-
ous board members to at least feign cooperation.14 Gray, however, resigned
after a brief six-month tenure, and was followed by a parade of pale successors
who matched neither his political acumen nor his managerial skills. Hence,
in the long run, the PSB achieved very few tangible results. Bitter rivalries
among the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Department of State, and
the various branches of the military were more powerful than formalistic de-
mands for coordination.

The most conspicuous product of the PSB was a series of windy strategy
papers produced by Edward Lilly, the chief of the PSB’s most active division,
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the Office of Plans and Policy.15 Lilly, a professor of history and the most
industrious member of this office, was after bigger fish than mere coordination
among government agencies. Swept away by the tides of McCarthyism, Lilly
embarked on a crusade of his own, claiming, among other things, the exis-
tence of a communist plot to remove from stores and libraries all copies of
anticommunist books.16

Dissatisfaction with the PSB’s rambling activities led swiftly to its waning
prestige. As part of its reorganization of the executive branch, the Eisenhower
administration disbanded the PSB in 1954, and established, instead, the Oper-
ations Coordinating Board (OCB), a body with somewhat greater authority
and access to the president.17 However, neither the PSB nor the OCB ever
achieved any significant coordination of the multiple strands of government
social and behavioral inquiry.

Such administrative mishaps compounded the political handicaps of the
behavioral and social sciences. As early as July 3, 1946, the U.S. Senate voted
overwhelmingly to exclude all variations of the social sciences from the pro-
posed National Science Foundation, the federal conduit for maintaining the
country’s scientific preeminence. Fearing political repercussions from govern-
ment funding of what Republican senator Thomas C. Hart called “all the
racial questions” as well as “perhaps religion, and various kinds of ideology,”
the government preferred the grooming and funding of the ostensibly politi-
cally safe natural and physical sciences. The invention of the behavioral sci-
ences did little to improve the fortunes of its proponents in Congress. An
institutional arrangement by which the behavioral and/or social sciences
would become a legitimate and acknowledged element of the “scientific es-
tate” appeared impossible.18

These administrative and political obstacles were heightened by a remark-
able reluctance among important members of the behavioral sciences move-
ment to accept the Manhattan analogy as a working hypothesis. An early, and
very typical illustration of such hesitancy occurred during the course of Proj-
ect Troy, the first major effort to define the technological, sociological, and
intellectual parameters of a strategic psychological superweapon. Project Troy
was an ambitious, multidisciplinary project aimed at utilizing the services of
science in waging a fully coordinated electronic propaganda campaign against
the Soviet Union and its satellites. Inaugurated in 1950, Troy was funded by
the Department of State and jointly administered by MIT and Harvard. This
project was the first major postwar experiment of what historian Allan Needell
has called “the extensive network of government associations with academic
and industrial scientists and engineers that the U.S. military had carefully
nurtured during and after World War II.”19

In addition to the primary mission of providing technical solutions for trans-
mitting information and preventing the jamming of electronic communica-
tions, the Troy mandate included a study of information theory and other
sociopsychological strategies for “perforating the iron curtain.” Given this
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complex mandate, Troy became the first major postwar academic-military
project to include a large group of university-based behavioral scientists
among its members. The project brought together many of the movers and
shakers of the behavioral sciences, most of whom were based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Harvard participants included psychologist Jerome Bruner and
his colleague, anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn. MIT participants included,
among others, psychologist Alex Bavelas and economist Max Millikan. Hans
Speier, the director of Rand’s social science division, was also among the illus-
trious and fortunate researchers involved in Troy.

In many ways, Project Troy was the fulfillment of the behavioralist mission.
A fortunate group of sociologists, anthropologists, and social psychologists
worked together with physicists and engineers in producing a multidiscipli-
nary document aimed at defining the meaning and significance of Cold War
strategic propaganda. The final report went beyond the initial mission of pro-
viding technical and intellectual solutions for improving the performance of
the Voice of America broadcasts. Troy produced, as well, psychological and
sociological assessments of alternative means of electronic communication,
such as the use of balloons for the showering of enemy countries with propa-
ganda leaflets.

As for the impact of propaganda, Troy’s behavioral scientists painstakingly
pointed out the fundamental differences between the psychological su-
perweapon and the atomic analogy. Strategic weaponry for hearts and minds
did not entail swift and total destruction, but, instead, the gradual erosion of
a vulnerable epicenter. As opposed to an actual bomb, the target audience of
psychological weaponry could ignore the weapon. A prerequisite from win-
ning the battle for hearts and minds was to gain attention and minimize antag-
onistic messages that might turn the audience off. Instead of saturating the
airwaves with broad “contempt for communism,” the report urged that “our
line should rather be that ‘Stalinism has betrayed certain ideals of Marxism.’ ”
Thus, the report warned against alienating listeners by praising the materialis-
tic success of the West, or by encouraging “hopeless acts of rebellion” by
various separatist movements within the Soviet Union.20

In the final analysis, the Troy report concluded that the development of
any form of psychological weapon was still at the theoretical stage. The com-
plexity of producing messages suited for a wide variety of target audiences
demanded further research and greater coordination among experts. In fact,
these academic advisors questioned the fundamental premise of a strategic
psychological weapon. The behavioral experts involved in the project stated
that a psychological superweapon, one that could apply to all countries and
all segments of the enemy population, conflicted with empirical data. These
experts accepted, more or less, the presence of a fanatical, single-minded,
communist threat confronting the United States. However, they acknowl-
edged important political nuances. The Troy report stated that “Communism
in China and Southeast Asia does not constitute a simple extension of Soviet
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power. Mao in China and Ho in Vietnam are not automatic tools of the
Kremlin, but men with aspirations for their own countries who have embraced
Communist doctrines as a formula for achieving progress in their own coun-
tries.”21 Each target, therefore, required a different strategy. Unlike a typical
military weapons system, no one psychological strategy could apply to all ene-
mies and annihilate all adversaries in one bold sweep.

Diminishing hopes of achieving the behavioral equivalent of an atomic
bomb increased interest in the development of tactical psychological weap-
onry, tuned and honed to well-defined cultural and political targets, and more
in line with the routine of conventional, limited warfare in the Cold War era.
Moreover, the growing realization that strategic psychological weaponry was
not in the pipeline weakened demands for a grand coordinator. Despite the
efforts of national coordinating agencies, such as the PSB and the OCB, the
various branches of the military initiated their own programs. Even the mili-
tary’s own initiative to coordinate behavioral and social sciences research
achieved little. In the late 1940s, the secretary of defense sought scientific
coordination, in general, by establishing the Defense Research and Develop-
ment Board. The board’s arm for coordination in the social and behavioral
sciences, the Committee on Human Resources, proved unable to break
through aggressive interservice rivalries. The nature of the defense establish-
ment, as a loose coalition of the military services rather than a unified estab-
lishment, precluded any meaningful cooperation.22

Dissatisfied with political snarls, multiagency gridlock, and interservice
sniping, the various service branches cultivated their own research projects in
the behavioral sciences. Beginning in the final phases of World War II, and
with little fanfare, all of the military services had initiated ambitious affiliations
with a variety of sociologists, social psychologists, and political scientists. The
sheer number of projects contracted out by the government in the early 1950s
and the mushrooming of research institutes feeding off Cold War initiatives
defies precise documentation. A significant portion of the research was covert.
In addition, the distinction between classic academic research and govern-
ment contracts was fuzzy at best. Behavioral research related to the Cold War
was spread out among twenty different government agencies and organiza-
tions. At times it appeared that the sole purpose of most of these projects was
to keep prestigious academic personalities on a retainer basis for some future,
undefined emergency.

The Rand Archetype

Most military investigations in the behavioral sciences in general and psycho-
logical warfare in particular were carried out in civilian think tanks funded
by the various service branches. The air force, the youngest and most aggres-
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sive of the services, led the way, funding an array of research institutes engaged
in both theoretical and applied research in psychology, sociology, political
sciences, and communication theory. As the self-claimed patron of academic
inquiry, the air force opened its doors to all academic branches claiming scien-
tific ambitions. The most conspicuous of these efforts was the establishment
of a social science division at the prestigious Rand Corporation, the major
think tank associated with the air force.

The Santa Monica–based Rand Corporation, where the best and the bright-
est plotted doomsday scenarios of nuclear warfare, was also home to a compar-
atively reclusive group of behavioralists who were members of Rand’s social
science division. The marginality of social and behavioral sciences at Rand
was perhaps best illustrated by its geographical location. During its early years
the division worked out of a distant Washington office. This territorial and
institutional marginality was finally abolished in 1956, when the division
moved to Santa Monica. However, as a disciplinary field, the division never
achieved the notoriety of physics, mathematics, or economics.23

Research at Rand was governed by a scientific pecking order. The most
important projects dealt with weapons development and strategic planning.
By default, these were propositions and plans associated with nuclear warfare.
Most nuclear-related strategic planning took place within Rand’s prestigious
physics and economics divisions. The privileged position of the physics divi-
sion was a direct outgrowth of the field’s World War II triumphs and the
subsequent development of the hydrogen bomb. Only trained physicists had
the know-how to plot the destructive capabilities of nuclear weapons. The shift
from the physics division’s studies of technical capabilities to investigations of
strategic and military implications was inevitable. “Given the central role that
bombing played in American military strategy,” historian Stephen Waring
notes, “there was little difference between studies to improve the tactics of
strategic bombing and research to improve the strategy itself.”24

The extraordinary status of the economics division was derived, in part, from
the successful experiences of World War II. Economic analysis had played a
major role in World War II, dealing in matters of crucial logistical importance,
from transportation scheduling to the planning of weaponry and civilian
production. However, historian Michael Bernstein notes, its privileged posi-
tion in the ensuing Cold War was related above all to the development of
game theory, the mathematical simulation of confrontational decision dilem-
mas. The attraction of game theory, Bernstein argues, lay in its focus on the
crucial area of conflict and decision making. The coup of Rand economists
was their ability to market this useful tool for analyzing competitive economic
behavior as an indispensable item for strategic problems and national defense
planning.25

Rand’s air force clients demonstrated an unqualified willingness to develop
this line of mathematical inquiry, particularly because it introduced a sem-
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blance of order and an illusion of predictability into a confusing state of affairs.
Reducing the enemy to a ruthless, expansionist, predictable calculator, rather
than a complex adversary, had a distinctly calming effect on planners. The air
force, Rand’s major sponsor and the leader among the services in strategic
nuclear warfare, was the most avid consumer of game theory, designating
Rand as its crucial center for research and development of this field.

The attraction of mathematical rigor was precisely the reason for the uncer-
tain status of the social science division, where Rand’s sociologists, psycholo-
gists, and political scientists were grouped together. Inaugurated in 1948 at
about the same time as the economics division, the social science division
found itself on the defensive from the very beginning. Hans Speier, the divi-
sion’s founding director, was either ignored or dismissed as “that Prussian offi-
cer.” Colleagues from physics and economics described Rand’s experts in psy-
chology, sociology, and political sciences as “essayists,” the producers of
journalistic assessments that one could find in the New York Times.26 In their
eyes, the behavioral and social sciences, despite their ostensible acceptance of
statistical methodology, were still anchored in anachronistic, impressionistic
strategies.

Critics of Rand’s social science division lashed out, in particular, at the
division’s simulation games, a species of game theory for the mathematically
challenged. As far as Rand’s mathematicians, economists, and physicists were
concerned, these games, based on role-playing rather than mathematics,
lacked analytical rigor and were unscientific, and, as such, were useless policy
tools. The strategy of communication in the division’s simulations was vernac-
ular language, supposedly laden with ambiguity and lack of clarity. By con-
trast, game theory imparted its results in the rigorous, standardized, and uni-
versal multidisciplinary language of mathematics. Personal judgment,
however seasoned, was deemed unscientific, thereby banishing the social sci-
ence division from Rand’s prestigious thermonuclear guild.27

Behavioral scientists were further marginalized by their attitude toward war.
According to the reigning “realism” among most of Rand’s strategic planners,
war was a natural, recurrent, inevitability; violence, whether domestic or inter-
national, was an unavoidable element of human nature, controlled only by
the fear of retaliation or coercive authority. War was approached as a social
or institutional modification of innate, instinctive conflict behavior, part of
human nature.

The epistemological community of behavioral scientists in general and the
behavioral scientists at Rand’s social science division in particular disagreed.
Whether war resulted from individual or collective immaturity, anxieties, neu-
roses, maladjustments, or a combination of such factors was a matter of con-
tention.28 However, behavioralists agreed that war was a pathological form of
behavior and should be approached in the manner that a physician ap-
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proaches a disease. Preventive intervention or the treatment of the ailment
appeared preferable to accepting its festering existence.

During the early stages of the Cold War, behavioralist analysis of interna-
tional conflict was dominated by psychoanalytical concepts. At Rand in partic-
ular and among behavioral scientists in general war was attributed to emo-
tional maladjustment. Critics derided and dismissed such analysis as both
misinformed and disguised pacifism—a contemporary euphemism for uncer-
tain political loyalties within academia.29 In reality, behavioralists were any-
thing but pacifists. Behavioralists argued that pacifism and aggressive, warlike
behavior were equally destructive and deviant forms of behavior. “Self-immo-
lating impulses”—pacifism—and “aggressive impulses”—warmongering—
were two sides of the same coin, the sources of which lay in the unconscious.
Both instincts were the result of “repression” and destructive “intra-psychic
conflicts.”30

Such psychological ruminations did not improve the fortunes of behavioral
and social scientists. Quite the contrary. The social science division aroused
animosity when, every now and again, its esoteric research strategies attracted
unwanted, negative public attention. A case in point was Paul Kecskemeti’s
notorious study, Strategic Surrender.31 Published commercially in 1958, this
investigation of surrender in wars past and future unleashed a flurry of nega-
tive press reports, culminating in a congressional resolution prohibiting public
funding of “defeatist” projects such as “when and how, and in what circum-
stances” should the United States surrender to its enemy.32 It was work such
as the Kescksmeti study that attracted undue and damaging legislative atten-
tion. Powerful forces in Congress periodically condemned Rand and its fund-
ers for undermining American values by “empiricism,” the pseudoscientific
evaluation of all aspects of American life, both sacred and profane. Congres-
sional critics argued that empiricism, as practiced by Rand and supported by
foundations, dismissed “moral precepts, principles, and established or ac-
cepted norms of behavior.” They condemned the much-acclaimed empiri-
cism of behavioralism as subjective, politically biased, and fundamentally un-
American.33

Congressional critics did not find similar faults with the published work of
Rand’s physics division, such as Herman Kahn’s doomsday studies of surviv-
ability rate in the event of nuclear warfare.34 Criticism was rare because the
studies of the physics division always assumed that the United States would
emerge as victor, even when faced by attrition rates of tens of millions of
casualties.

Thus ostracized for suspicious political loyalties, questionable intellectual
credentials, and minimal political savvy, Rand’s behavioral scientists were ex-
cluded from the inner circle of nuclear strategy during the early stages of the
Cold War. By default, the members of the social science division focused on
the supposedly secondary issues of conventional warfare. Perhaps because of
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its inferior status within Rand, the social science division never abandoned
the futuristic search for the ultimate psychological weapon. Hans Speier, the
director of Rand’s social science division, described the task of his division as
the development of psychological weaponry “to realize the aim of war—which
is victory—without acts of physical violence, or with less expenditure of physi-
cal violence that would otherwise be necessary.”35 Once the Korean War
erupted, these theories had a distinctly attractive ring.

The Other Think Tanks

In addition to Rand, the well-funded and ambitious air force developed other
wings for behavioral research. Its most visible efforts occurred under the aus-
pices of the Air University, Maxwell Base, Alabama. This think tank, known
as the Human Resources Research Institute (HRRI), was the most active of
three in-service behavioral science research centers run by the air force.36

HRRI proposed projects quite similar in nature to the Rand inquiries in the
behavioral sciences. Rand relied primarily on its own staff for its research.
HRRI, by contrast, worked mostly on a contractual basis with prestigious aca-
demic figures from the country’s major universities.

HRRI enjoyed a short, yet quite spectacular life span. Established in 1949
as the air force’s main center for research in the behavioral sciences, HRRI
was particularly active during the Korean War. Together with other minor air
force research centers, HRRI was the senior participant in the air force’s Far
East Research Group, aimed at studying a wide range of behavioral issues,
from the behavior of POWs to analysis of enemy negotiation tactics. The most
ambitious and most fateful of HRRI’s research projects was the analysis of the
Soviet social system, prepared under contract by Harvard University’s Russian
Research Center.37 According to Raymond Bowers, a University of Arizona
sociologist and former director of HRRI, the final report of this investigation
“was required reading at the Command and Staff and War Colleges of the
Armed Services for a number of years,” and its interview protocols set the
standard for much of the intelligence community throughout the Cold War.38

However, congressional attacks on the Harvard center in general and military-
ordained behavioral sciences research in particular led to the dismantling of
HRRI in 1954.39

The navy, the air force’s closest rival in the search for the development of
nuclear weaponry, developed a much more circumspect attitude toward the
behavioral sciences. Despite auspicious beginnings in the final phases of
World War II, the navy chose not to establish an independent civilian research
institute for Cold War behavioral sciences. Such research was confined to the
Office of Naval Research (ONR).
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Founded in 1946, the ONR spent over $2 million annually on behavioral
research during the first years of its existence. These projects were performed
mostly by offering contracts to outside researchers. Behavioral research at the
ONR was tightly controlled by a supervisory staff of naval officers and, as of
1950, was all but abolished. All key positions within the ONR were manned
by career officers whose interest in anything beyond weapons development
was peripheral. The navy had established the ONR primarily to further its
main objective of building a nuclear fleet, as well as winning the interservice
race for future technologies of warfare. In the eyes of the ONR, research in
the behavioral sciences—other than the specific issues of logistics, human
relations, and enhancing the performance of battle crews—would invite ad-
verse political scrutiny. Moreover, with the outbreak of the Korean War, navy
brass increased its pressure for “relevance”—by which they meant research
directly related to weapons systems. The ONR’s officers were unwilling to risk
losing funding for advanced weapons projects by maintaining research in
fields of research with direct political implications.40

During the early 1960s the navy renewed its behavioral research, albeit very
modestly, by establishing Project Michelson, a research initiative dedicated
to inquiry into deterrence theory, the signaling to an enemy of a commitment
to defend an ally. In Cold War terms, deterrence theory meant the use of
credible nuclear threats as a means of containing the enemy; it is this nuclear
component that renewed navy interest in behavioral research.41 Here, too, the
navy chose to contract out research to a small group of renowned behavioral
scientists rather than set up a think tank of its own. Studies included “Compar-
ison of Soviet-American values,” contracted out to Robert Angell of the Uni-
versity of Michigan, and Stanford University’s Wilbur Schramm’s inquiry into
“Public Opinions as a Limiting Factor in Deterrence.”42

Not to be outdone by the other services, the army funded Rand-compatible
research in the behavioral sciences as well. During the early Cold War
years, the army’s two most visible institutes were the Human Relations Re-
search Office (HumRRO), affiliated with George Washington University,
and the Operations Research Office (ORO), associated with Johns Hopkins
University.

Established in 1948 as an independent channel for research free from the
salary and seniority limitations of military life, the ORO was a military-funded
civilian research center run on a contractual basis by Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Despite its nomenclature, the ORO could hardly be classified as a typical
operations research unit. This term referred primarily to the mathematical
appraisal of data, ranging from the streamlining of routine technical and engi-
neering operations to the development of game theory for strategical analysis.43

A very small portion of research at ORO dealt with the technical issues of
operations research, and no significant work in the area of game theory was
ever undertaken by the center. The major function of the ORO was behavioral
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research. However, the ORO endorsed none of the free-thinking type of inves-
tigations that characterized Rand. The role of the behavioral sciences in the
ORO was defined and restricted to specific tasks.

Army expectations from ORO emerged during the course of Project Clear,
an ambitious investigation of racial integration within the army. Following
the outbreak of the Korean War, the army ordered the ORO “to initiate a
project to determine how best to utilize Negro personnel within the Army.”44

For these purposes the ORO contracted with the New York-based Interna-
tional Public Opinion Research (IPOR), one of the many private consortiums
of university-based behavioral scientists offering their services to government
and industry. There is little doubt that both the army and the ORO knew that
their civilian contractors were morally committed to racial integration, and
that their report would inevitably call for the swift dismantling of all racial
barriers. Leo Bogart, the principal IPOR investigator, stated that the research-
ers “embarked upon their task with no illusions that ‘objective facts’ existed
without reference to ‘moral and compassionate’ aspects.” Bogart recalled that
“although the question of the investigators’ private opinions on the subject
was at no point raised as a prerequisite to employment on the project, . . . they
all shared an utter abhorrence of segregation, a sentiment which is universal
among qualified social scientists familiar with its origins and consequences.”45

Bogart’s recollections suggest that as far as both the army and the investiga-
tors were concerned, the importance of the report lay not in its preordained
results, but in its scientific apparatus. A scientific report, reduced in large part
to a verifiable statistical analysis, promised to sway at least wavering supporters
of integration. As Project Clear suggests, the primary purpose of the ORO in
the army’s eyes was to provide scientific legitimization for its policies.

Like Project Clear, much of the ORO’s research was potentially controver-
sial. And, as was the case with Clear, the army sought to restrict publication
and circulation of its politically vulnerable findings. Such restraints were a
source of constant friction between the rigid army hierarchy and its civilian
researchers. In 1961, clashes over army restrictions on publications led to the
severing of ORO ties with Johns Hopkins, the dismissal of ORO director Ellis
Johnson, and its reestablishment as a new nonprofit corporation known as the
Research Analysis Corporation (RAC).46

Following the ORO debacle, most of the army’s covert research in the field
of conventional warfare was handed over to the newly established Special
Operations Research Office (SORO), an organization run under contract by
the American University in Washington, D.C. SORO’s primary activity was
the development of counterinsurgency doctrine. As part of this effort, SORO
was responsible for the infamous Project Camelot, an ambitious investigation
of sources of instability in Third World nations. Camelot sought the develop-
ment of formulas for the army for coping with “potential instability” in global
trouble spots. When leaked to the press due to the indiscretion of a Camelot
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associate in Chile, the project aroused furor; critics accused the army of un-
dermining the political regimes of foreign countries, as well as encroaching
upon areas that had little to do with military affairs.47

After perfunctory apologies for the Camelot debacle, the army disbanded
its association with American University, changed the name of SORO to the
Center for Research in Social Sciences (CRESS), and continued with greater
secrecy and caution the same type of work that it had sought to do in Project
Camelot. From 1958 to 1966, CRESS prepared a series of twenty-seven area-
handbooks on Third World countries that historian Paul Dickson has de-
scribed as “guides to the conduct of psychological warfare in nations through-
out the world.” Writing in 1972, Dickson added that the books were so highly
classified that they were unavailable for even congressional scrutiny.48

HumRRO, another army-funded independent think tank, focused almost
exclusively on projects linked to the behavioral sciences. Established in 1951,
HumRRO owed its existence to the grand sociological studies of Samuel
Stouffer and associates, published in TAS. Army officials envisioned the center
as a continuation of the Stouffer project. Its primary mission was defined as
research in “psychotechnology,” a term that encompassed “research into train-
ing methods, GI motivation and morale, and psychological warfare.”49 In
1960, HumRRO severed its administrative ties with George Washington Uni-
versity, and established itself as a nonprofit corporation in Alexandria, Vir-
ginia. Most of HumRRO’s early work dealt with the analysis of GI combat
performance under the stress of both nuclear and conventional warfare. Fol-
lowing the outbreak of the Korean War, HumRRo shifted its agenda from
investigations of American troops to analyses of enemy armies.

Unwilling to delegate all research responsibilities to the various military
branches, the Department of Defense established its own prestigious think
tank. Founded in 1956, the Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA) was a non-
profit membership corporation supported by some of the leading universities
in the country: California Institute of Technology, MIT, Stanford, and Tulane.
In subsequent years, IDA expanded its membership to include Columbia Uni-
versity, the University of Michigan, Pennsylvania State University, the Univer-
sity of Chicago, Princeton University, the University of Illinois, and, last but
not least, the University of California. In 1968, IDA discontinued its restrictive
membership-only policy, and began recruiting members from the academic
community at large.

IDA’s founding charter suggests that the secretary of defense was seeking a
Rand-compatible organization. As such, researchers were given much free-
dom to engage in almost every conceivable topic. IDA’s most prestigious re-
search group was the JASON division, established in 1958 “as an attempt to
expose outstanding university scientists—mostly physicists—to critical defense
needs.” Initially Jason members dealt with the theoretical issues of thermonu-
clear warfare, much like their colleagues in the physics division at Rand. In
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accordance with Rand trends as well, these physicists soon turned their atten-
tion to “such problems as counterinsurgency, insurrection, and infiltration,”
providing “fresh insights into problems that are not entirely in the realm of
physical science,” yet worthy and important enough for the attention of its
practitioners.50

The Invisible Humanist

Even in the 1950s, prior to rising criticism of the military-intellectual com-
plex, the network of academic institutes and military patrons was beset by
doubters from within. The power of military-funded academic centers re-
minded MIT historian Elting Morison of Harold Lasswell’s prophecy of the
Garrison State, the transition from an open political culture, based on the
principle of compromise, to a tightly controlled, secretive government domi-
nated by experts in coercion and violence. Morison feared, in particular, the
inherent clash between secrecy and free intellectual inquiry. Universities were
threatened by the “classified idea.” Creativity, he explained, demanded “the
unobstructed flow of information and ideas” that in many ways contradicted
the nature of much government research.51 Such fears did not, however, per-
suade Morison to abandon the government fleshpot. Both Morison and his
university were heavily involved in government-funded Cold War behavioral
research.52

Moreover, Morison failed to point out that not all academic fields were
accomplices in this secretive government-academic network. Even though
many of the topics lent themselves to analysis by experts from the humanities,
inquiries into other cultures remained the exclusive domain of social and
behavioral scientists. The invisibility of the humanities was all the more curi-
ous given the fact that humanists had been active participants in the intellec-
tual enterprises of World War II.53 Yet, unlike their colleagues in the behavioral
and social sciences, humanists and practitioners of the liberal arts were not
recruited by Cold War think tanks in significant numbers.

Henry Loomis, a senior official at the PSB, tagged the political climate as
the main reason for avoiding association with cultural experts. Writing in
1951, he explained that “by definition, the scientists most informed on Com-
munism are most suspect.” Cultural experts, by their very nature, “read subver-
sive literature” and associated “with many Communists, ex-Communists, and
fellow travelers” in order to acquire an intimate knowledge of the cultural
dimensions of communist society. Such associations turned the cultural expert
into a security risk. Loomis explained that “in the case of chemistry, a chemist
is expected to completely immerse himself in his subject and his political
beliefs have little or no effect on his ability as a chemist.” Cultural experts
could not expect any such leeway in the politically uncertain 1950s. Fearing
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such political landmines, government clients preferred the behavioralist—a
scientist who, like the chemist or physicist, claimed technical, supposedly
value-free, skills.54

It would appear, as well, that the humanist discourse was inappropriate for
the purposes of the national security state. The contemporary humanist re-
jected universalist underpinnings, preferring to focus on the uniqueness of
space, time, and culture. Behavioralists had no such intellectual reservations.
A case in point was the ONR-funded analysis of domestic social arrangements
within the United States. In the late 1940s, the ONR contracted with the
private, Philadelphia-based Institute for Research in Human Relations for a
study on “the identification of and acceptance of leadership in urban commu-
nities.” Needless to say, this project was not a study of urban leadership in
some distant enemy country; the data were drawn from Philadelphia, and
their implications were first and foremost American.55

Critics of this creeping intrusion of a military service into the ostensibly
forbidden domestic domain have noted the obvious dangerous implications
of a military service engaged in the collection of data on domestic issues. The
navy could, and did, claim that such a study represented nothing of the sort.
The navy was concerned with understanding the abstract dynamics of leader-
ship and other behavioral traits that, supposedly, were not culture-specific.
Indeed, the underlying assumption of the Philadelphia study was that urban
behavior, and the demise of traditional forms of political alliances, were uni-
versal sociological phenomena. Philadelphia merely served as a case study to
“explore the patterns of local leadership as they exist in a large urban commu-
nity” irrespective of a specific national or geographical setting. Such breath-
taking liberties obviated the services of humanists who were beset by what
sociologist Morris Janowitz called their “mystical concern” with cultural
uniqueness.

Several technical factors contributed, as well, to the triumph of behavior-
alism, and conversely, the invisibility of humanists. To begin with, behavioral
scientists tended to work in interdisciplinary teams. There was something ex-
tremely attractive and very persuasive in teams of advisors who marched
among sociology, psychology, and political science and, yet, were able to reach
consensual opinions. Such harmony had never characterized the workings of
humanists, who were unaccustomed to teamwork and intellectual convivial-
ity. In contrast to humanists, behavioralists dismissed boundaries as vestiges
of Victorianism. Humanists respected hierarchies and supported intellectual
borders. Unlike behavioralists, who considered divisions and hierarchies detri-
mental to the scientific enterprise, humanists, for both methodological and
social reasons, staked out territory and defended the separation of powers
within academia. Moreover, the humanities prized the past and placed a pre-
mium on experience. Such concepts had no place in the military-academic
complex. The civilian academic expert, Rand Corporation’s Bernard Brodie
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explained, plotted strategy “beyond history—i.e., beyond experience,” a task
for which humanists were either ill-prepared or were unwilling to accept.56

Thus, the niche of conventional warfare, in particular following the out-
break of hostilities in Korea, provided opportunities for those whose intellec-
tual world recognized no limits. Predictably, Rand’s social science division led
the way. The major figures in this division shared a common background.
They had participated in the grand social sciences projects of World War II.
They had been affiliated, in one way or another, with the University of Chi-
cago, as faculty or as graduate students. Needless to say, they were partisans
of universalism, the explaining of social realities by theories assumed to possess
unlimited validity. Rand’s behavioral scientists were advocates of psychoana-
lytical personality studies of elite political groups. At various points in their
careers they had all been associated with Harold Lasswell, the leading expo-
nent of the University of Chicago’s behavioral school of political science and
a practitioner of a Freudian analysis of political motivation. There was a touch
of poetic justice in the fact that the feverish Lasswell, who spent most of his
productive years without a tenured position and many of the other perks of
academic prestige, would hover in the background as his friends, disciples,
and colleagues from graduate school gained prominence in the military-intel-
lectual complex.
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